**Make Sure to Ask an Adult for Help!**

Cut out all your pieces first on solid lines using scissors or a craft knife. Don’t forget to cut slit on the cape.

Fold all pieces upward or downward along score lines.

**Printing**

Use heavy card stock for your Megamind Paper Toy.

Be sure to follow your printer instructions for 2-sided printing.

Print page 1-4 first. Then print page 5 on the back side of page 4.

---

**Cut**

1. **Body**
   - Poke holes in the X slits. Insert a pencil in each slit to make the holes wider.
   - Glue tabs A-C, let dry
   - Glue tabs D-G. Glue tab H to close. Set aside.

2. **Hood**
   - First fold hood piece in half on longest dotted line with artwork facing out. Glue together to close. Let dry.
   - After glue is dry, cut hood out along solid grey line. Don’t forget to cut slit!
   - Finally, glue tabs A-B into top of body. Hold in place until dry.

3. **Legs**
   - Using a pencil role leg piece to form a cylinder add glue and hold until dry.

   **Tip:** Add glue just before edge.

4. **Boots**
   - Align dashes on tab C and glue to left side of boot top.
   - Glue left side of sole to tab D tucking tab E under.
   - Glue bottom of sole to F tabs.

5. **Insert legs into boots and glue.**
   - Insert legs into bottom of body. Glue into place.
**Cape**

7. Align the top of the back side of the cape with the back of the body and glue.

8. Turn over and gently wrap right side of cape around body. Glue tab A to top of body. Wrap left side of cape around body and glue tab B to right side of cape. Glue tab C to top of body.

**Arms**

9. Fold all score lines and tabs down. Glue finger and thumb first.

Glue tab A to the side of the forearm. Tuck tab B and glue tab C.

Glue tabs D-G.

**Head**

11. Starting with the back of the head, glue tabs A-C on left side, let dry. Repeat on right side.

12. Glue tabs D-F on left side, let dry. Repeat on right side.

13. Glue tabs G to each side of the head. Glue tab H to back of neck.

Insert tab I into slit on top of the body/cape

**Spikes**

14. Glue front spikes to front of the cape. Cover up the base of the neck, just under the chin.

Glue back spikes to back of the hood and cape aligning with front spike.

Put a dab of glue behind each corner of the front spikes. Pinch together front and back spikes until dry.

Your Done!